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Product reference number: MZ0503700Z000

AB-PLUS ALPHA TROLLEY 0503700-ANTIBACTERIAL

Applications

Multipurpose trolley ideal for waste collection, floor mopping and/or disinfection in hospitals, rest homes, clinics, etc... with Filmop Top-Down system using

presoaked microfibre mop heads.

Features

* Anti-bacterial polypropylene copolymer, non-toxic and recyclabe

* Plastic material treated with Zinc Pyrithione which blocks the bacterial growth and reproduction

* Tested: the trolley has been subjected to laboratory tests on samples of Staphyloccocus Aureus, Escherichia Coli, Pseudomonas

Aeruginiosa and Klebsiella Pneumoniae

* Anti-bacterial treatment guaranteed for the whole life cycle of the product

* Strong, compact, ergonomic, modular trolley, easy to assemble and clean.

* Rubber wheels that are silent and non-marking

* Plastic upright walls and closed cell constructions to meet high hygiene standards and neatly separate the waste compartment

(bag) from storage and cleaning ones.

* Top-Down 20-litre bucket with hermetic cover and handle to prepare the mop heads with the chemical solution beforehand and

transport them into the working place.

* Bagholder with ergonomic push-bar complete with handle holder and hook, 2x60 ltrs for the separate collection of dirty

cloths/mop heads and rubbish.

* 4-litre buckets with coloured handles to separate the different chemical solutions and the tools and cleaning equipment in use.

* Several combinations of drawers equipped with slide out limiter, available in 22 ltrs and 40 ltrs, with or without lockable system with

removable key

* Upon request the bagholder can be equipped with 2 shock absorbing pistons for a silent and soft closure of the cover (Hush

System).

Technical Data

Dimensions LxWxH (cm) 118 x 58 x 112
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Brut weight (Kg) 25,4

Net weight (Kg) 22,5

Pcs per box 1 pc per box

Box volume 0,355

Accessories

Accessory Reference no. for accessory

0000AT0170A

BLUE PLASTIFIED BAG 48X98 CM WITH A CAPACITY OF 60 LTRS.

0000AT0170B

RED PLASTIFIED BAG 48X95 CM WITH A CAPACITY OF 60L TRS.

0000CP1204FZ

PLASTIC ANTIBACTERICAL GREEN FIXED COVER FOR 4-LIT RE BUCKETWITH HINGE

P190908U

SHOCK ABSORBING PISTON FOR COVER POLARIS, POLARISD ELUX AND ALPHA BAGHOLDERS

P291918FZ

ANTIBACTERICAL COVER FOR BAG HOLDER 120 LTRS (FORS HOCK-ABSORBING PISTONS)


